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The Maximum Security series, which debuted in 1997, has thus far enjoyed relative success. I use the term “relative success,” because security title sales have historically trickled, rather than gushed. For altering this and fostering a new market, Sams editors deserve kudos. Their insights have proven providential: Today, Maximum Security titles sell in five countries, five languages, and on four continents. Furthermore, the Maximum Security series inspired many fine similarly oriented books from seasoned security professionals here and abroad.

The Maximum Security series’ success is no mystery. Security has never before been so sensitive an issue, nor an issue so vital to business. Many firms have now evolved well beyond mere Web presences, and today incorporate sophisticated e-commerce functionality into their systems. These developments increased demand for books that help administrators shield their enterprises from crackers, and earlier Maximum Security titles did—in varying degrees—satisfy that need.
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Programming in Objective-C, Third Edition (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Dennis Ritchie at AT&T Bell Laboratories pioneered the C programming language in
	the early 1970s. However, this programming language did not begin to gain widespread
	popularity and support until the late 1970s.This was because, until that time, C compilers
	were not readily available for commercial use outside of Bell Laboratories....
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Effective awk Programming (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2001
Effective awk Programming provides complete coverage of the gawk 3.1 language as well as the most up-to-date coverage of the  POSIX standard for awk available anywhere. Author Arnold Robbins  clearly distinguishes standard awk features from GNU awk (gawk)-specific features, shines light into...
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Linux Transfer for Windows Power Users: Getting Started with Linux for the DesktopHentzenwerke Publishing, 2004
Major Linux distributions such as Red Hat, Mandrake and SuSE, among others, have released mature, full-featured versions suitable for day to day use on an average computer user's day to day computer, including not only a complete operating system but also a Microsoft Office-compatible application suite and a plethora of additional tools...
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Handbook of Finite Fields (Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications)CRC Press, 2013

	Poised to become the leading reference in the field, the Handbook of Finite Fields is exclusively devoted to the theory and applications of finite fields. More than 80 international contributors compile state-of-the-art research in this definitive handbook. Edited by two renowned researchers, the book uses a uniform style and...
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MicroeconomicsSouth-Western College, 2008

	This engaging text continues to set the standard for clear, balanced, and thorough coverage of the principles of economics. Packed with intriguing pop culture examples, it bolsters student interest by illustrating the unexpected places economics occurs, and how economic forces link events to our lives. With new content reflecting a changing...
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ActionScript 3.0 Game Programming University (2nd Edition)Que, 2011

	When the first edition of ActionScript 3.0 Game Programming University came out,
	ActionScript 3.0 was new. It was so new, in fact, that most programmers were still stuck
	using older ActionScript 1.0 and 2.0.


	But by now, most Flash developers have moved on to AS3, and they are loving the
	speed, reliability and logical...
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